
Carolyn's Scrap Creations PU/S4H/CU TOU 

Thank-you for downloading and using my products Terms of use Copyright 2014 Carolyn’s Scrap Creations 

The product/products you have purchased were made by Carolyn's Scrap Creations. These products 
are for personal and commercial use: 

PERSONAL USE 

 YOU MAY use any graphic in your own personal layouts or craft projects, including hybrid 
designs or paper scrapbooking. 

 YOU MAY backup graphic files to a computer or other drive for your personal or household use only. 

 YOU MAY use graphic elements in layouts and other craft projects that are submitted to 
scrapbooking magazines for publication, online galleries, or other non-retail web 
communities, as long as proper credit is given to the designer by name, including credit 
notice of any graphic you have altered in any way. • YOU MAY use graphics to customize your 

own personal blog or website as long as credit notice is given to the designer. What you CANNOT do 
with the Personal Use License 

 YOU MAY NOT brand, distribute, sell or claim these graphics as your own (altered or unaltered) 

 YOU MAY NOT redistribute graphics in any way (selling, sharing, loaning or pirating). This includes 
graphics that you have downloaded as part of a free offering. 

S4 HIRE LIMITED PROFESSIONAL USE 

 You may use these designs for a small S4H or S4O business where you are creating pages for 
others, but you may only give printed pages or flattened jpegs to your client. (Quick pages 
made by me are not included in this permitted use; the pages must be made by you.) 

 You may not use these designs for any online business, derivative products, advertising, 
web design, or sell quick pages or templates made with them. 

COMMERCIAL USE 

The products and graphics downloaded provided with a license for commercial use in distribution of  
Scrapbook kits, Scrap for hire.  Not CU4CU 

 YOU MAY alter, re colorize, resize this paper/element package or use them as they are or sell 
them in a digital kit 

 YOU MAY NOT sell these papers/elements one by one, or in a pack. 

 YOU MAY make templates with these items. 

 Credit is appreciated but not required 

 YOU MAY NOT any images for obscene, defamatory, or immoral works or any other purpose 
which is prohibited by law. 

 YOU MAY NOT make commercial use products with my kits/papers/elements 

 DO NOT CLAIM THEM AS YOURS 

 DO NOT give them away as freebies 

My products should not be your primary elements. Do not use more than 30% of your total digital 
kit. 

Cu Product s used,  A-lyia, Anna Designs, Agnescrap, Cajoline, Doudous design, 


